About IC-FTAI’2024

The IEEE Egypt AP-S/MTT-S Joint Chapter is organizing the International Conference on Future Telecommunications and Artificial Intelligence (IC-FTAI’2024). The IEEE AP-S and MTT-S societies are providing technical support for the conference.

You Are Required!

Volunteer reviewers contribute to the conference’s structure. The International Conference on Future Telecommunications and Artificial Intelligence (IC-FTAI’2024) will feature sessions with lots of valuable information presented by accomplished peers in our field, but we need YOUR help to make it happen! Each paper will undergo several rounds of blind peer review by experts in the field. Our commitment to offering outstanding professional development that is reflective of the needs and expertise of the field includes this stringent procedure. Reviewers make it possible for all of this.

We anticipate that you will fit some of the following requirements to serve as a reviewer:

• Possess a Ph.D. for at least five years.
• Have them practice on any of the tracks' conference-related topics.
• Be prepared to spend time and effort reviewing your responsibilities.

Your duties as a reviewer will include:

• Evaluating the papers that have been assigned to you in a timely and helpful manner.
• Taking part in discussions with authors and track chairs to help the papers get better.
• Recommending opinions on the papers’ acceptability or rejection.

Please fill out the form below if you are interested in our IC-FTAI’2024 conference. The IC-FTAI’2024 Conference TPC Form

https://ar02gza54qj.typeform.com/to/NWGlyviR